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Abstract

Large Language Models (LLMs) have achieved great success
in various natural language tasks. It has aroused much interest
in evaluating the specific reasoning capability of LLMs, such
as multilingual reasoning and mathematical reasoning. How-
ever, as one of the key reasoning perspectives, logical reason-
ing capability has not yet been thoroughly evaluated. In this
work, we aim to bridge those gaps and provide comprehen-
sive evaluations. Firstly, to offer systematic evaluations, this
paper selects fifteen typical logical reasoning datasets and or-
ganizes them into deductive, inductive, abductive and mixed-
form reasoning settings. Considering the comprehensiveness
of evaluations, we include three representative LLMs (i.e.,
text-davinci-003, ChatGPT and BARD) and evaluate them
on all selected datasets under zero-shot, one-shot and three-
shot settings. Secondly, different from previous evaluations
relying only on simple metrics (e.g., accuracy), we propose
fine-level evaluations from objective and subjective manners,
covering both answers and explanations. Also, to uncover the
logical flaws of LLMs, bad cases will be attributed to five
error types from two dimensions Evidence Selection Process
and Reasoning Process. The former one includes evidence se-
lection error and hallucination, while the latter one includes
no reasoning, mistakes of reasoning perspectives and mis-
takes during reasoning process. Thirdly, to avoid the influ-
ences of knowledge bias and purely focus on benchmark-
ing the logical reasoning capability of LLMs, we propose a
new dataset with neutral content. It contains 3K samples and
covers deductive, inductive and abductive reasoning settings.
Based on the in-depth evaluations, this paper finally con-
cludes the ability maps of logical reasoning capability from
six dimensions (i.e., correct, rigorous, self-aware, active, ori-
ented and no hallucination). It reflects the pros and cons of
LLMs and gives guiding directions for future works.

1 Introduction
Large Language Models (LLMs) have recently made great
progress in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP),
achieving surprising performances in some complex reason-
ing tasks. Meanwhile, many works have also evaluated the
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capability of LLMs from various reasoning perspectives,
e.g., multilingual reasoning (Bang et al. 2023), common-
sense reasoning (Bian et al. 2023), and mathematical rea-
soning (Imani, Du, and Shrivastava 2023).

These efforts on evaluating the specific capabilities of
LLMs are meaningful, and they can benefit the future di-
rections of researches. As one of the crucial aspects of rea-
soning ability, logical reasoning capability has also drawn a
great deal of interest in previous works (Li et al. 2022; Xu
et al. 2022). However, few works focus on the comprehen-
sive evaluation of LLMs from the logical reasoning view. It
still remains unclear whether LLMs are really good logical
reasoners? Our work aims to fill such blanks and give the
in-depth evaluation from the following aspects.

Firstly, there lacks systematic and comprehensive analy-
sis of the logical reasoning ability of LLMs. Logical rea-
soning can be mainly categorized into three types, which
are deductive, inductive and abductive types of reasoning.
Since deductive, inductive and abductive reasoning together
form complete chain of reasoning, it is meaningful to eval-
uate LLMs from such three perspectives. Previous work
like (Liu et al. 2023), has proposed to evaluate the logical
reasoning ability of LLMs. But it only focuses on several
specific datasets and fails to give in-depth thoughts from
the reasoning manners (i.e., deductive, inductive and ab-
ductive). (Bang et al. 2023) proposes more comprehensive
evaluations of LLMs in various tasks. It well includes logi-
cal reasoning datasets into three types. However, it merely
tests on 5 datasets with 30 examples of each. In this pa-
per, we bridge the above gaps in systematic and compre-
hensive ways. From the systematic view, all the evaluated
datasets are categorized into four reasoning manners, i.e.,
deductive, inductive, abductive and mixed-forms. The for-
mer three are the classical ones involving single reasoning
manner. Considering some recent efforts have been made on
proposing challenging settings with mixed reasoning man-
ners, we include the category of mixed-form for evaluations.
From the comprehensive view, we include fifteen typical
logical reasoning datasets, evaluating on three representa-
tive LLMs, i.e., text-davinci-003, ChatGPT (Ouyang et al.
2022a) and BARD (Anil et al. 2023) under zero-shot, one-
shot and three-shot settings.



Secondly, it lacks fine-level evaluation of the LLM per-
formances. Current benchmarks only rely on a few objec-
tive metrics (e.g., accuracy) to measure the model capabil-
ity. It may not be sufficient in the case of generative LLMs,
since the role of LLMs is not only limited to correctly an-
swer questions but also serves as practical tools, which are
required to provide reasoning chains or explanations. Previ-
ous works (Qin et al. 2023; Tu et al. 2023) conduct extensive
experiments on popular NLP datasets, but they purely report
the performance results. Since some LLMs (e.g., ChatGPT)
function as the interactive tools for human use, it is neces-
sary to introduce subjective metrics to do fine-grained eval-
uations. In this paper, we employ four dimensions of met-
rics, covering answer accuracy, explaination correctness,
explaination redundancy and explaination completeness. It
can provide more meaningful and complete evaluations from
both objective and subjective views. Considering those bad
cases (i.e., wrong answer or wrong explanation) reflective of
obvious logical flaws of LLMs, we further attribute them to
several error types from two dimensions of Evidence Selec-
tion and Reasoning Process and give in-depth analysis.

Thirdly, current logical reasoning benchmarks may not
offer neutral content for comparing LLMs. This is because
LLMs are highly powerful due to their massive training data,
which may overlap with popular benchmarks. As a result,
testing LLMs on these benchmarks may not be entirely fair,
as it can only demonstrate the fitting ability of LLMs rather
than their real logical reasoning capability. Furthermore, in
current benchmarks, logical reasoning is strongly coupled
with text understanding. Therefore, language models may
be trained to learn a biased pattern from text, rather than re-
ally capture the logical reasoning capability. Some previous
works (Huang et al. 2023; Zhang et al. 2023) propose to es-
tablish complete benchmarks for LLMs. But few works fo-
cus on logical reasoning and fail to attend to content-neutral
problem. To narrow this gap, we propose a new dataset
named NeuLR, which contains 3K content-neutral samples
and covers the deductive, inductive and abductive reasoning
types. It is expected to offer a novel perspective for bench-
marking logical reasoning ability of LLMs.

Finally, we conclude the extensive performance results of
LLMs and form an evaluation system with six key prop-
erties, i.e., Correct, Rigorous, Self-aware, Active, Oriented
and No Hallucination. The above dimensions can all be
quantified from existing evaluation experiments. For de-
ductive, inductive, abductive and mixed reasoning settings
respectively, we obtain the ability maps based on the six
properties for each LLM. It is meaningful to identify the
strengths and weaknesses of LLMs under the four reason-
ing settings, thus guiding the future directions.

The main contributions of the paper are listed as follows:
(1) To explore real logical reasoning capability of LLMs,
this paper provides a systematic, comprehensive and fine-
level evaluation from deductive, inductive and abductive
views. The in-depth evaluation and analysis fill the blanks
and are expected to provoke new thoughts of LLMs.
(2) To offer a systematic view for logical reasoning evalua-
tion, this paper classifies datasets into four reasoning man-
ners, i.e., deductive, inductive, abductive and mixed-forms.

In light of the insufficient evaluations of previous works, we
include 15 typical logical reasoning datasets, and evaluate
on 3 representative LLMs (i.e., text-davinci-003, ChatGPT
and BARD) under both zero- and few-shot settings.
(3) Considering the drawbacks in current objective metrics,
this paper gives fine-level evaluations including four dimen-
sions i.e., answer accuracy, explain correctness, explain re-
dundancy and explain completeness. To explore the value of
bad cases, we attribute them into several error types and find
logical flaws of LLMs.
(4) To provide fair evaluations with neutral content and de-
couple logical reasoning from text understanding, this pa-
per proposes a new dataset named NeuLR. It contains 3K
content-neutral samples and covers deductive, inductive and
abductive reasoning manners.
(5) In view of the evaluation results, this paper concludes six
key properties to measure the logical reasoning capability
of LLMs. Furthermore, we derive the ability maps for each
LLM under four reasoning settings respectively and propose
future directions.

2 Preliminary
Logical reasoning aims to generate logical implications that
contain new facts using one-step or multi-step inference
based on given premises, i.e., premise⇒conclusion. Ele-
ments of logical reasoning typically include knowledge facts
and logical rules, for example,
• rule: Children of eight years old are all in primary school.
• fact1/premise1: Jordan is a child of eight years old.
• fact2/premise2: Jordan is in primary school.

According to the reasoning classification system of clas-
sical logic, there are three major types of logical reasoning:
deductive, inductive, and abductive. Based on the above rule
and facts, the task of these three reasoning types can be il-
lustrated to predict the remaining one using the given two
items.
Deductive Reasoning. Deductive reasoning is the psycho-
logical process of drawing deductive inferences that start
from the given premises and reason with logical rules or
commonsense to obtain certain conclusions (Johnson-Laird
1999; Goel 2007). It can be premise1+rule→premise2. Its
progress generates specific knowledge facts from general
counterparts, e.g., premise2 and rule are specific and general
knowledge, respectively. Therefore, deductive reasoning is
actually a top-down way.
Inductive Reasoning. Distinct from deductive reasoning,
inductive reasoning derives general principles from a body
of observations which means making broad generalizations
based on specific observations (Heit and Rotello 2010; Yu,
Zhang, and Wang 2023). For example, an example of induc-
tive reasoning can be premise1+premise2→rule, concluding
generalized knowledge rule that is independent with specific
item Jordan. Generally, the truth of the conclusion of an in-
ductive argument is probable rather than certain in inductive
reasoning. Thus, inductive reasoning is bottom-up and con-
trasted with deductive reasoning.
Abductive Reasoning. Formally, abductive reasoning is
similar to deductive reasoning which seeks conclusions



Table 1: Details of the selected LLMs. Affi. is short for Affil-
iation. Charge represents the charges for 1K tokens. Data is
the latest time of the utilized training data.

Model Affi. Charge Data Size
text-davinci-003 Open-AI 0.02$ Sep. 2021 175B

ChatGPT Open-AI 0.002$ Jun. 2021 175B
BARD Google Free Not report 1,560B

from a set of observations. But differently, its target is
to generate the simplest and most likely explanation for
the given observations (Josephson and Josephson 1996;
Walton 2001). So the result is probable like in induc-
tive reasoning. An example of abductive reasoning can be
premise2+rule→premise1.

These three reasoning types involve the underlying pat-
terns of logic. However, many real-life reasoning scenarios
may need several inference steps and integrations of at least
two of these three types. In this paper, they can be viewed as
a more complex reasoning type mixed.

3 Evaluation Details
In this section, we will provide the detailed experiment
settings in this paper, including evaluated models, testing
datasets as well as evaluation metrics.

3.1 Evaluated Models
Because of the rapid emergence of LLMs, it is not realistic
to include all LLMs in this paper. Thus, we select three rep-
resentative ones for evaluation, which are text-davinci-003,
ChatGPT and BARD. The details of these three models are
listed in Table 1.

Among them, text-davinci-003 (Ouyang et al. 2022b) is
the earliest LLM released by OpenAI, which is expected to
undertake any language task. For ChatGPT 1, we utilize the
version of GPT-3.5-turbo for evaluation, which is the most
capable and cost-effective version in the GPT-3.5 family.
BARD 2 is the latest LLM, which is updated and released
by Google in May 2023. Also, it is almost 10× in size com-
pared with the GPT-3.5 family.

3.2 Evaluated Datasets
According to the previous discussion, the evaluation is con-
ducted systematically from deductive, inductive, abductive
and mixed views. Therefore, this paper selects 15 popu-
lar datasets in logical reasoning and divides them into the
above four folds. Table 5 presents the detailed information
of these datasets. The selected datasets contain both genera-
tive and classification ones and there exist diverse forms of
tasks, which illustrate the comprehensiveness of our evalu-
ation. Different from previous works which only use a few
dozens of samples, this paper largely extends the amount.
Since ChatGPT is one of the most popular LLM for public,
we give much focus on it (i.e., EntailmentBank (Dalvi et al.

1https://chat.openai.com/chat
2https://bard.google.com

2021), FOLIO (Han et al. 2022), Leap-Of-Thought (Tal-
mor et al. 2020), CLUTRR (Sinha et al. 2019), ReClor (Yu
et al. 2020), LogiQA (Liu et al. 2020), LogiQA 2.0 (Liu
et al. 2023), LogiQA2NLI (Liu et al. 2023)). For parts of
the datasets, we keep all the test examples for ChatGPT
evaluation, while other large datasets (i.e., bAbI-15 (We-
ston et al. 2016), RuleTaker (Clark, Tafjord, and Richard-
son 2020), bAbI-16 (Weston et al. 2016), α-NLI (Bhagavat-
ula et al. 2020), α-NLG (Bhagavatula et al. 2020), Abduc-
tiveRules (Young et al. 2022) and D*-Ab (Tafjord, Dalvi,
and Clark 2021)) are sampled to 1,000 examples. As for text-
davinci-003 and BARD, we sample to 100 test examples for
each dataset.

3.3 Selected Metrics
Most of previous evaluation works only report the accuracy
metric. However, we argue that it is not sufficient for LLMs.
Thus, we propose to evaluate from both objective and sub-
jective views. To reflect the intermediate reasoning process
of LLMs, we introduce four evaluation metrics: answer cor-
rectness, explaination correctness, explaination complete-
ness and explaination redundancy.

• Answer Correctness. It indicates whether the generated
answer is consistent with the true label. For the genera-
tion tasks, it requires that the meanings of the two should
be the same rather than their corresponding tokens.

• Explanation Correctness. It indicates whether the gen-
erated explanation is logically correct to reason towards
the true answer. It is a subjective view to determine
whether the reasoning process of machines is in line with
that of humans.

• Explanation Completeness. It means that in the reason-
ing process, the correct answer can be inferred through
the selected known facts and the generated intermediate
facts by the model. This does not necessarily cause an-
swer correctness or explanation correctness.

• Explanation Redundancy. It means that in the reason-
ing process, the selected known facts and the generated
intermediate facts by the model are more than practical
facts to obtain the true answer. There are useless redun-
dant facts for the reasoning.

Notably, the metric values of explanation correctness, com-
pleteness, and redundancy are independent. The explanation
correctness is subjective to measure the rationality while the
explanation completeness and redundancy are objective and
about the facts used in reasoning. The permutation of their
values can be arbitrary.

To find common logical flaws in LLMs, we set error types
for the bad cases. This paper categories the errors from two
main dimensions: (1) Evidence Selection Process, (2) Rea-
soning Process. The first one focuses on the evaluation of
selected evidence by LLMs, while the second one stresses
on the logical reasoning with the selected evidence.

Detailedly, Evidence Selection Process category can be
further divided into: (1) Evidence Selection Errors; (2) Hal-
lucination. The former one denotes that LLMs select the
wrong facts or ignore the necessary facts from the beginning



of the reasoning. The latter one denotes that LLMs select the
evidence which contradicts the given context or can not be
verified by the context.

Reasoning Process category can be further divided into:
(1) No Reasoning; (2) Mistakes of Reasoning Perspective;
(3) Mistakes during Reasoning Process. The first one de-
notes LLMs fail to conduct the reasoning, instead they sim-
ply list the given facts and the final answer. The second one
denotes that LLMs start from an irrelevant point, or they fo-
cus on the irrelevant perspective. The third one denotes that
LLMs start from a proper view, but they make some mis-
takes during the reasoning process.

4 Overall Experiments
In this section, we will report the overall performances of
LLMs on 15 logical reasoning datasets. Further, this paper
will make an in-depth analysis according to the deductive,
inductive, abductive and mixed reasoning manners of differ-
ent LLMs.

4.1 Main Results
This paper mainly conducts evaluation experiments on three
LLMs, i.e., text-davinci-003, ChatGPT and BARD under
zero-shot, one-shot and three-shot settings respectively. Ta-
ble 2 presents the overall results of these three LLMs on 15
logical reasoning datasets.

Overall, the performances of LLMs on the logical reason-
ing tasks still have a lot of room for improvement. Most of
the performances are inferior to SOTA models, which are
actually much smaller in size compared with LLMs. De-
tailedly, we analyze the results from the following points.

Firstly, we analyze the LLM performances under these
four reasoning manners. To make the comparison clear, we
only focus on the zero-shot results. To make the parallel
comparison between reasoning manners, we introduce the
SOTA result on each dataset. It can reflect the relative ca-
pability of LLMs against SOTA performances. Figure 1a
presents the relative performance results of LLMs against
SOTA (i.e., LLM accuracy / SOTA). Further, we calculate
the weighted results of four reasoning manners, shown in
Figure 1b.

From the results, ChatGPT performs worse in deductive
and inductive settings compared with text-davinci-003 and
BARD. In the abductive setting, three LLMs show compara-
ble performances and BARD wins with slight advantages.
In the mixed-form setting, ChatGPT performs better and
BARD ranks second. Overall, BARD shows consistent su-
periority among deductive, inductive and abductive settings,
while text-davinci-003 also does relatively well. It seems
that ChatGPT struggles in the three settings, but is better
at mixed-form reasoning.

Also, we compare the LLM performances between deduc-
tive, inductive and abductive settings. LLMs do best in de-
ductive setting, while they mostly struggle in inductive set-
ting. Such finding is consistent with previous work. We ar-
gue that deductive and abductive reasoning are in line with
general cases, where LLMs are required to give a missing
fact. But inductive reasoning requires high-level rule extrac-

(a) LLM performances on different datasets.

(b) Under different reasoning
types.

(c) Under generative and clas-
sification tasks.

Figure 1: Visualization on the metric of answer correctness.

tion from the given facts, which is complex and may not be
abundant in the training corpus.

Secondly, we take a closer at LLM performances from
the generative and classification views in Figure 1c. Chat-
GPT performs particularly poor in generative tasks, such as
bAbI-15, bAbI-16, CLUTRR, AbductiveRules and D*-Ab.
We argue that ChatGPT makes a balance between chatting
capability and precise generation, which may lead to the per-
formance drops in generative tasks.

Thirdly, few-shot in-context learning (ICL) does not nec-
essarily bring improvements in the logical reasoning tasks.
It is quite inconsistent with the cases in other non-reasoning
NLP tasks. We count the cases where LLMs can continu-
ously obtain the performance gains from few-shot ICL (i.e.,
0-shot < 1-shot < 3-shot). For text-davinci-003, only two
(out of four) abductive datasets continuously benefit from
the few-shot ICL. For ChatGPT, it witnesses performance
improvements only in one (out of five) deductive dataset
and one (out of four) abductive dataset. For BARD, few-shot
ICL helps two (out of five) deductive datasets and one (out
of four) abductive datasets. Surprisingly, few-shot ICL fails
to provide consistent benefits for LLMs under inductive rea-
soning and mixed-form reasoning manners. We argue that
inductive and mixed-form require more complex and high-
order reasoning ability, which may be difficult to learn with
few samples. And the task form of deductive and abductive
reasoning are easy to follow, which provides possibility for
few-shot ICL.

5 Fine-level Evaluations
In this section, we will provide the fine-level evaluations of
LLMs from the following aspects. Firstly, we will focus on
the newly proposed four metrics and offer sufficient analy-



Table 2: Overall evaluation results on answer correctness of LLMs (text-davinci-003, ChatGPT and BARD) on various logical
reasoning datasets under the zero-shot, one-shot and three-shot settings. De., In., Ab. and Mix represent deductive, inductive,
abductive and mixed-form of reasoning respectively. Gen. shows whether it is a generative task or a classification task.

Dataset Gen. text-davinci-003 ChatGPT BARD SOTA0-shot 1-shot 3-shot 0-shot 1-shot 3-shot 0-shot 1-shot 3-shot

D
e.

bAbI-15 ✓ 85.00 76.00 75.00 38.40 46.40 39.70 79.00 80.00 88.00 100
EntailmentBank ✓ 93.00 88.00 89.00 83.82 82.06 77.94 96.00 97.00 97.00 100

RuleTaker 64.00 60.00 62.00 42.00 38.00 40.20 64.00 57.00 70.00 ≈100
FOLIO 48.00 53.00 52.00 50.00 50.98 54.41 52.00 43.00 49.00 62.11

Leap-Of-Thought 82.00 90.00 87.00 72.61 74.01 61.21 79.00 72.00 79.00 99.7

In
. bAbI-16 ✓ 84.00 81.00 74.00 17.10 24.70 12.90 73.00 44.00 52.00 100

CLUTRR ✓ 6.00 23.00 20.00 21.99 19.55 12.83 23.00 26.00 24.00 95.0

A
b.

α-NLI 74.00 70.00 74.00 80.90 80.00 79.10 75.00 74.00 77.00 68.90
α-NLG ✓ 9.00 10.00 12.00 21.90 23.40 25.90 10.00 12.00 15.00 45.00

AbductiveRules ✓ 75.00 42.00 35.00 23.30 35.10 29.80 71.00 49.00 22.00 100
D*-Ab ✓ 8.00 21.00 23.00 11.60 2.50 1.80 11.00 0.00 0.00 ≥95

M
ix

ReClor 53.00 53.00 55.00 58.80 56.00 58.80 56.00 55.00 56.00 75.00
LogiQA 41.00 35.00 39.00 40.25 39.48 40.86 48.00 46.00 47.00 46.10

LogiQA 2.0 43.00 42.00 41.00 54.60 50.80 54.80 53.00 46.00 47.00 72.25
LogiQA2NLI 59.00 55.00 58.00 57.83 53.83 57.00 48.00 50.00 47.00 -

(a) Visualization on the rigorous
reasoning of LLMs.

(b) Visualization on the self-
awareness of LLMs.

Figure 2: Heatmap visualization of LLM performances.

sis from various dimensions. Secondly, we will select some
bad cases and attribute the errors. Thirdly, we will offer ad-
ditional analysis on the specific datasets and present some
phenomenon towards different reasoning manners.

5.1 Are LLMs Rigorous Logical Reasoning?
Although LLMs give the right answers in some cases, it re-
mains unclear whether they truly conduct the correct logical
reasoning or simply fit the right answers by chance. Thus,
this paper further explores the reasoning process beyond the
simple answers. And we view the cases where LLMs give
correct answer together with correct and complete explana-
tions as Rigorous. Table 3 shows detailed evaluation results
on the rigor of LLMs.

Compared with the simple judgement of answer correct-
ness, all selected LLMs present obvious performance drops.
To simplify the analysis, we only take the zero-shot setting
into consideration. In Figure 2a, we calculate the ratio of
rigorous performance and answer correctness results. The
higher values (darker color) in the heatmap mean better per-
formance in the rigorous reasoning. According to the results,
BARD shows best capability in rigorous reasoning, consis-
tently under four reasoning manners. Meanwhile, ChatGPT

still struggles in deductive and inductive settings, while text-
davinci-003 comes last in both abductive and mixed-form
reasoning manners.

Further, LLMs are best at keeping the rigorous reasoning
in the abductive setting, while they are weak in the inductive
setting. The finding is a little different from the analysis of
simple accuracy conditions in the previous section. We ar-
gue that setting of abductive reasoning requires the LLMs
to achieve the reasoning reversely, which can activate the
reasoning process. While in deductive reasoning setting, the
reasoning chain is sequential, which may cause LLMs to be
in a lazy mode and harm the rigorous reasoning.

In Table 3, we also include the two conditions (1) when
correct answer and correct explanations are satisfied, and (2)
when correct answer and complete explanations are satis-
fied. Limited by space, we will attach the detailed analysis
in Appendix.

5.2 Are LLMs Self-aware Logical Reasoners?
From another perspective, the redundancy of the generated
context of LLMs has often been a hot topic. It is regarded
as an important metric to measure the practicality of LLMs.
In this paper, we view the LLMs with less redundant con-
tent as more self-aware ones, since they can clearly convey
the necessary information rather than output all possible an-
swers. In Table 4, we present the evaluation results of the
self-awareness of LLMs. Similar to the previous approach,
we calculate the weighted results for each reasoning setting
and derive the scores for self-awareness. The darker color
represents stronger capability of self-awareness.

According to the heatmap results, text-davinci-003 shows
obvious advantages that wins inductive, abductive and
mixed-form reasoning settings. Also, it comes second for
deductive setting. On the contrary, BARD performs worst in
deductive, abductive and mixed-form reasoning settings.

Compared with classification tasks (e.g., α-NLI v.s. α-
NLG), LLMs are easy to make redundant answers in the



Table 3: Evaluations on whether LLMs are rigorous reasoners. For each dataset, the first line of results represents the perfor-
mances when LLMs give correct answer, correct explanation as well as complete explanation simultaneously. The values in
the subscripts denote the drops compared with only distinguishing the correctness of the answers. The second line of results
represents the performances when LLMs give both correct answer and correct explanations, regardless of the completeness of
explanations. The third line represents the cases when LLMs give correct answers and list complete explanations, regardless of
the correctness of the explanations.

Dataset text-davinci-003 ChatGPT BARD
0-shot 1-shot 3-shot 0-shot 1-shot 3-shot 0-shot 1-shot 3-shot

D
ed

uc
tiv

e

bAbI-15
53.0032.00↓ 60.0016.00↓ 64.0011.00↓ 25.5012.90↓ 12.1034.30↓ 14.1025.60↓ 45.0034.00↓ 25.0055.00↓ 47.0041.00↓

61.00 66.00 68.00 32.10 12.90 16.40 77.00 74.00 85.00
56.00 60.00 64.00 27.90 18.00 17.60 45.00 25.00 47.00

EntailmentBank
29.0064.00↓ 37.0051.00↓ 30.0059.00↓ 25.8857.94↓ 20.0062.06↓ 10.5967.35↓ 26.0038.00↓ 25.0032.00↓ 33.0037.00↓

29.00 37.00 30.00 25.88 20.00 10.59 54.00 66.00 71.00
72.00 73.00 75.00 62.06 57.65 31.76 94.00 96.00 97.00

RuleTaker
35.306.70↓ 22.5015.50↓ 24.8015.40↓ 25.8857.94↓ 20.0062.06↓ 10.5967.35↓ 54.0042.00↓ 66.0031.00↓ 71.0026.00↓

36.20 24.00 26.00 25.88 20.00 10.59 26.00 28.00 33.00
36.00 23.20 26.00 62.06 57.65 31.76 26.00 25.00 34.00

FOLIO
27.0021.00↓ 25.0028.00↓ 25.0027.00↓ 28.9221.08↓ 27.9423.04↓ 27.9426.47↓ 21.0031.00↓ 19.0024.00↓ 20.0029.00↓

28.00 25.00 26.00 28.92 27.94 27.94 23.00 19.00 22.00
27.00 28.00 27.00 33.33 32.35 35.29 25.00 22.00 23.00

Leap-of-Thought
29.0053.00↓ 43.0047.00↓ 38.0049.00↓ 70.602.02↓ 24.3649.65↓ 28.8632.35↓ 76.003.00↓ 69.003.00↓ 77.002.00↓

63.00 63.00 58.00 71.22 24.83 29.79 76.00 69.00 77.00
32.00 46.00 42.00 70.99 48.33 40.88 79.00 71.00 7.00

In
du

ct
iv

e bAbI-16
59.0025.00↓ 35.0046.00↓ 23.0051.00↓ 8.308.80↓ 8.2016.50↓ 2.6010.30↓ 24.0049.00↓ 15.0029.00↓ 16.0036.00↓

67.00 50.00 37.00 10.20 8.40 3.10 58.00 32.00 24.00
65.00 44.00 35.00 10.00 9.40 3.50 32.00 22.00 24.00

CLUTRR
2.004.00↓ 7.0016.00↓ 6.0014.00↓ 7.8514.14↓ 4.6214.92↓ 2.7110.12↓ 19.004.00↓ 25.001.00↓ 23.001.00↓

2.00 7.00 6.00 7.94 4.62 2.71 19.00 25.00 23.00
6.00 18.00 18.00 10.56 6.72 3.75 21.00 26.00 23.00

A
bd

uc
tiv

e

α-NLI
68.006.00↓ 69.001.00↓ 68.006.00↓ 77.503.40↓ 64.5015.50↓ 58.4020.70↓ 75.000.00− 71.003.00↓ 77.000.00−

70.00 69.00 68.00 78.20 66.70 60.90 75.00 71.00 77.00
68.00 69.00 68.00 77.60 64.50 58.40 75.00 71.00 77.00

α-NLG
1.008.00↓ 0.0010.00↓ 2.0010.00↓ 15.306.60↓ 16.007.40↓ 10.3015.60↓ 7.003.00↓ 8.004.00↓ 9.006.00↓

1.00 0.00 2.00 15.30 16.00 10.40 7.00 9.00 10.00
8.00 8.00 9.00 20.90 22.40 21.40 10.00 9.00 14.00

AbductiveRules
50.0025.00↓ 5.0037.00↓ 0.0035.00↓ 12.0011.30↓ 18.3016.80↓ 5.7024.10↓ 57.0014.00↓ 30.0019.00↓ 10.0012.00↓

75.00 10.00 0.00 20.50 29.60 9.50 65.00 40.00 18.00
50.00 5.00 0.00 13.00 19.90 5.80 57.00 30.00 10.00

D*-Ab
4.004.00↓ 5.0016.00↓ 4.0019.00↓ 4.107.50↓ 1.201.30↓ 1.100.70↓ 4.007.00↓ 0.000.00− 0.000.00−

7.00 7.00 7.00 5.50 1.50 1.20 4.00 0.00 0.00
4.00 5.00 4.00 4.50 1.20 1.10 5.00 0.00 0.00

M
ix

ReClor
5.0048.00↓ 0.0053.00↓ 0.0055.00↓ 28.6030.20↓ 25.2030.80↓ 29.8029.00↓ 38.0018.00↓ 34.0021.00↓ 33.0023.00↓

5.00 0.00 0.00 32.40 28.00 32.20 48.00 46.00 42.00
42.00 46.00 42.00 50.00 32.80 46.00 38.00 36.00 38.00

LogiQA
5.0036.00↓ 2.0033.00↓ 1.0038.00↓ 25.9614.29↓ 21.3518.13↓ 20.4320.43↓ 29.0019.00↓ 26.0020.00↓ 19.0028.00↓

6.00 2.00 1.00 28.42 23.20 23.81 34.00 27.00 23.00
23.00 26.00 27.00 29.19 27.50 26.42 30.00 35.00 27.00

LogiQA2.0
38.005.00↓ 32.0010.00↓ 28.0013.00↓ 43.4011.20↓ 34.6016.20↓ 38.8016.00↓ 47.006.00↓ 39.007.00↓ 44.003.00↓

39.00 32.00 28.00 43.80 35.20 38.80 47.00 39.00 44.00
39.00 32.00 30.00 44.20 36.80 40.60 47.00 39.00 44.00

LogiQA2NLI
57.002.00↓ 51.004.00↓ 56.002.00↓ 43.1714.67↓ 36.3317.50↓ 36.5020.50↓ 38.0010.00↓ 41.009.00↓ 37.0010.00↓

57.00 51.00 56.00 43.50 36.50 36.83 40.00 43.00 40.00
57.00 51.00 56.00 53.50 49.00 50.16 38.00 41.00 37.00

generative tasks. It is because open questions can encour-
age LLMs to generate content from various perspectives,
which is easy to cover redundant information. Also, mixed-
form reasoning setting witnesses obvious fewer redundant
cases. The tasks in mixed-form reasoning are mostly based
on the question answering, which are close to the real-life
text, LLMs are prone to give rational and specific content.

While in other settings, the input context is designed to test
the model reasoning capability and they may not be common
and sufficient. It can cause LLMs to employ the embodied
commonsense knowledge for reasoning and generate extra
explanations.



Table 4: Evaluation results on the metric of Explanation Redundancy.

Dataset Gen. text-davinci-003 ChatGPT BARD
0-shot 1-shot 3-shot 0-shot 1-shot 3-shot 0-shot 1-shot 3-shot

D
e.

bAbI-15 ✓ 63.00 56.00 43.00 22.60 39.40 55.70 99.00 84.00 62.00
EntailmentBank ✓ 8.00 6.00 7.00 7.06 5.88 3.24 26.00 25.00 28.00

RuleTaker 26.00 29.00 27.00 21.30 27.80 34.80 80.00 84.00 75.00
FOLIO 14.00 23.00 21.00 31.86 22.55 19.61 60.00 63.00 68.00

Leap-Of-Thought 71.00 55.00 54.00 32.74 5.04 4.73 2.00 2.00 0.00

In
. bAbI-16 ✓ 60.00 77.00 86.00 93.60 29.80 41.20 96.00 98.00 99.00

CLUTRR ✓ 2.00 28.00 31.00 2.62 1.57 0.87 2.00 6.00 14.00

A
b.

α-NLI 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 0.20 0.10 8.00 16.00 0.00
α-NLG ✓ 63.00 61.00 72.00 70.70 69.70 64.50 24.00 32.00 31.00

AbductiveRules ✓ 1.00 0.00 0.00 42.40 5.40 0.50 67.00 48.00 22.00
D*-Ab ✓ 85.00 27.00 17.00 55.30 27.10 16.70 18.00 16.00 2.00

M
ix

ReClor 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.20 1.40 11.00 16.00 24.00
LogiQA 0.00 5.00 0.00 1.54 0.77 1.08 32.00 35.00 43.00

LogiQA 2.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.80 4.00 0.8 5.00 5.00 4.00
LogiQA2NLI 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.50 0.17 11.00 31.00 4.00

(a) Visualization on the non-hallucination. (b) Visualization on the activity. (c) Visualization on the orientation.

Figure 3: Heatmap results for the hallucination, activity and orientation of LLMs.

5.3 Do LLMs Have Obvious Logical Flaws?

According to the previous statements, we define errors for
the bad cases (with wrong explanations) from two dimen-
sion, i.e., Evidence Selection Process, Reasoning Process.
The former dimension covers two error types, (i) Evidence
Selection Errors and (ii) Hallucination. The above two er-
rors are independent to each other. The latter one includes
three error types, i.e., (i) No Reasoning, (ii) Mistakes of Rea-
soning Perspective and (iii) Mistakes during Reasoning Pro-
cess. Each bad case can only be attributed one of the three
errors of Reasoning Process dimension.

In Figure 8, we visualize the attribution results for four-
teen datasets, including four deductive ones, two inductive
ones, four abductive ones and four mixed-form ones. Over-
all speaking, the types of errors vary between datasets. From
the Evidence Selection Process, 33.26% of the bad cases fail
to select the right answers for reasoning. Also, 27.46% of the
bad cases suffer from the hallucination issue of LLMs. From
the dimension of Reasoning Process, No Reasoning error
keeps a small portion in most of the cases, only covering
19.33% of the selected cases in total. Meanwhile, Mistakes
of Reasoning Perspectives occupies 44.47% of the cases and
Mistakes of Reasoning Process covers 36.20% of bad cases.
In the following, we will provide detailed analysis of spe-
cific LLM and specific reasoning setting.

5.4 Are LLMs Easy to Induce Hallucination in
Logical Reasoning?

In common definition, hallucination usually refers to the
generated content which contradicts the commonsense or
current facts. To fit the logical reasoning tasks, this paper ex-
tends the definition to the cases that employ the facts contra-
dicting the context or are not verified by the context. In Fig-
ure 3a, we present the weighted performances of the cases
with no hallucinations. The darker color denotes the better
performances in avoiding hallucinations.

From the results, ChatGPT maintains great and consis-
tent competitiveness, coming first in deductive, inductive
and mixed-form settings. Also, it comes second in abductive
reasoning tasks only with slight disadvantages. Meanwhile,
BARD performs particularly poorly in avoiding hallucina-
tions and keeping clear during reasoning. Under all four rea-
soning settings, BARD ranks last with huge gaps.

On average, LLMs induce hallucination in 27.46% of the
failure cases. Among deductive, inductive and abductive set-
tings, model hallucinations are more common under deduc-
tive reasoning tasks. While LLMs may have clearer minds
in the inductive setting.

5.5 Are LLMs Active Logical Reasoners?
In this paper, we view the LLMs with fewer No Reasoning
error as more Active Logical Reasoners. In Figure 3b, we



(a) EntailmentBank (Deductive). (b) RuleTaker (Deductive).

(c) FOLIO (Deductive). (d) Leap (Deductive).

(e) CLUTRR (Inductive). (f) D*-Ab (Abductive).

Figure 4: The LLM performances with different number of
statements.

show the weighted results to measure the active reasoning
cases. The higher values represent LLMs are more active in
reasoning, while the lower values represent the lazier cases.

Among the three LLMs, BARD is the most active logi-
cal reasoner, winning in deductive, inductive and abductive
settings. For ChatGPT, it is regarded as the lazier reasoner
in deductive and inductive settings, while text-davinci-003
is lazier in abductive reasoning tasks.

Further, we compare the performances between different
reasoning manners. In deductive reasoning tasks, LLMs per-
form more actively in reasoning. And in abductive settings,
LLMs are easy to show lazier performances. Since deduc-
tive tasks are in a forward reasoning manner, it is more nat-
ural ways for both generative LLMs and humans and thus
it can inspire LLMs to generate effective reasoning chains.
However, abductive reasoning requires LLMs to output the
explanations for the given inputs, which is in a backward
reasoning manner. It is intuitive that LLMs fail to conduct
reasoning for some cases.

5.6 Are LLMs Oriented Logical Reasoners?
At the beginning of the reasoning process, it is key to find the
correct starting points and potential directions for reasoning.
We view LLMs with such capability as Oriented Logical
Reasoners. And we provide the evaluation results based on

the error type Mistakes of Reasoning Perspective, shown in
Figure 3c. From the heatmap results, ChatGPT shows better
oriented capability in deductive and inductive tasks, com-
pared with other two LLMs. But it usually fails to identify
the right reasoning direction in abductive and mixed-form
reasoning. On the contrary, BARD perfroms well in find-
ing right direction in the abductive and mixed-form settings,
but it fails in deductive and inductive ones. Compared with
others, text-davinci-003 keeps moderate performances in the
identification of reasoning perspectives.

Combined with previous findings, ChatGPT is a lazy log-
ical reasoner, but it is better at finding right directions if rea-
soning. Instead, text-davinci-003 and BARD are more ac-
tive ones in logical reasoning, but they are easy to start from
wrong directions, inducing reasoning mistakes.

5.7 How Does the Number of Statements Affect
the Performances of LLMs?

In the following, we will explore some of the key factors
to affect the reasoning performances of LLMs. Since the
length of the input context can be different for the datasets,
we report the model performances with number of state-
ments in Figure 4. We take ChatGPT for analysis (results
on text-davinci-003 and BARD are attached in Appendix)
and choose six datasets with specific counts of statements
for illustration, covering the three reasoning manners. The
first four subfigures are related to the deductive reasoning
manner, i.e., EntailmentBank, RuleTaker, FOLIO, and Leap-
of-Thought. Figure 4(e) is CLUTRR in the inductive setting
and Figure 4(f) is D-Ab in the abductive setting. The hori-
zontal axis denotes the number of statements. The left ver-
tical axis denotes the number of samples for different num-
bers of statements. And the right vertical axis represents the
performances with different numbers of statements.

From the overall results, LLMs can conduct correct and
rigorous reasoning with fewer number of statements. With
the statement number increasing, the performances drop a
lot and LLMs struggle to keep the rigor of reasoning. In-
terestingly, five (out of six) datasets witness performance
gains when the number of statements reach certain values.
For example, in RuleTaker dataset, the best performances
are achieved when the number of statements are larger than
17. And when the number is between 13-16, ChatGPT is ca-
pable of keeping the stable performances. We argue that the
larger number of statements can provide richer information
and sometimes can help control the reasoning direction of
LLMs. Further, we explore the influences of number of to-
kens in the context. Same as previous, we only present the
performances on ChatGPT and report the other two mod-
els in Appendix. Figure 5 illustrates the performances on 12
datasets. Overall speaking, with the number of tokens in-
creases, the LLM performances will drop.

5.8 How does the number of reasoning hops
affect the performances of LLM?

Also, it is interesting to explore the influences of reason-
ing hops for LLMs. Among the selected dataset, three of
them offer the number of hops for each sample, which are



(a) EntailmentBank (Deductive). (b) FOLIO (Deductive). (c) Leap-of-Thought (Deductive). (d) CLUTRR (Inductive).

(e) α-NLI (Abductive). (f) α-NLG (Abductive). (g) AbductiveRules (Abductive). (h) D*-Ab (Abductive).

(i) ReClor (Mix). (j) LogiQA (Mix). (k) LogiQA2.0 (Mix). (l) LogiQA2NLI (Mix).

Figure 5: The performances ChatGPT with different number of tokens on various datasets.

(a) Deductive (EntailmentBank). (b) Inductive (CLUTRR). (c) Abductive (D*-Ab).

Figure 6: The performances of ChatGPT under different number of hops. Comparison of Deductive, Inductive and Abductive
reasoning settings.

EntailmentBank in deductive reasoning, CLUTRR in induc-
tive reasoning and D-Ab in abductive reasoning. Figure 6
presents the performance of ChatGPT with different hop
numbers (Results of other LLMs will be listed in Appendix).
Alongside the simple accuracy results, we also report the
rigorous reasoning cases where both the answer and expla-
nations are correct.

In deductive setting, with the number of hops increasing,
the performances witness obvious drops, particularly influ-
encing the rigor of the LLM reasoning. It illustrates that rea-
soning hops have great effects on the deductive reasoning.
In inductive reasoning, when the hop number is greater than
two, the performance of ChatGPT decreases sharply. When
the number ranges from three to nine, the performance of
ChatGPT keeps stable at a relatively low level. Combined
with the weak performance of ChatGPT in inductive reason-
ing tasks, it demonstrates that ChatGPT can only work on

the simple induction, and it obviously struggles at the cases
when more hops are needed. In abductive reasoning setting,
the majority of the test samples only need one hop reasoning.
When the hop number increases, the performances of Chat-
GPT witness slight improvements. It shows that ChatGPT
may have the potential capability of multi-hop reasoning in
the abductive setting.

6 Introduction of New Dataset
The new dataset named NeuLR will be released in the later
version of the paper soon.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, in-depth evaluations are conducted on logical
reasoning tasks, discussing whether LLMs are really good
logical reasoners. First, the logical reasoning evaluations are
organized from deductive, inductive, abductive views. We



(a) Deductive. (b) Inductive. (c) Abductive. (d) mixed-form.

Figure 7: Visualization of LLM capability under four reasoning settings.

select fifteen logical reasoning datasets to evaluate on three
representative LLMs (i.e., text-davinci-003, ChatGPT and
BARD) under both zero-shot and few-shot settings. Second,
this paper provides fine-level evaluations on four metrics,
covering both objective and subjective views. For bad cases,
extensive error attributions are conducted from two dimen-
sions, forming five error types. It uncovers the logical flaws
of LLMs and we provide deep analysis on the results. Third,
to achieve a fair and pure benchmark for logical reasoning
capability, we propose a dataset with neutral content, cover-
ing deductive, inductive and abductive settings.

Based on the evaluation results above, we abstract six
dimensions to measure the logical reasoning capability of
LLMs: (1) correct logical reasoner; (2) rigorous logical rea-
soner; (3) self-aware logical reasoner; (4) active logical rea-
soner; (5) oriented logical reasoner; and (6) logical reasoner
with no hallucination. All these properties can be calculated
with the evaluation methods proposed in this papaer. There-
fore, we can easily derive the ability maps of LLMs. Con-
sidering the different performances of LLMs on deductive,
inductive, abductive and mixed-form reasoning settings, we
visualize the ability maps of LLMs under each of the settings
respectively in Figure 7.

According to the results, text-davinci-003 can maintain
balanced performances in the deductive and mixed-form set-
tings. But it usually fails to keep oriented for reasoning in the
inductive setting, and it also shows laziness in the abduc-
tive reasoning tasks. Since it is the earliest released LLM of
the three, it is understandable that text-davinci-003 has some
limitations in logical reasoning tasks, especially in the more
complex settings (e.g., inductive and abductive).

From the perspective of common evaluations, ChatGPT
is the weakest LLM of the three, since it performs bad in
showing correct and rigorous reasoning under deductive, in-
ductive and abductive settings. Also, it seems to be the lazi-
est reasoner in deductive and inductive settings. However, it
surprises us that it shows unique advantages in maintaining
oriented reasoning and avoiding hallucination, especially in
deductive and inductive settings. In addition, it shows its
comprehensive capability in the mixed-form setting. We ar-
gue that ChatGPT is specially designed for chatting, thus it
does pretty well in keeping rational but is not good at solving
complex reasoning problems.

BARD is the most active reasoner and it keeps great com-
petitiveness as a correct and rigorous reasoner. However,
it also shows obvious flaws compared with other LLMs.

BARD tends to generate redundant content, easily fails to
find the correct reasoning directions and it usually fails to
avoid hallucinations. In short, BARD shows great advan-
tages in current benchmarks with objective metrics, due to
the larger model size and massive training data. But it still
has much room for improvement in some implicit aspects,
i.e., self-awareness, orientation and non-hallucination.

In all, all LLMs have specific limitations in logical rea-
soning tasks. They are relatively good at deductive reason-
ing, but struggle a lot particularly in the inductive setting.
Additionally, current benchmarks, which mainly rely on ob-
jective metrics, are not sufficient to comprehensively evalu-
ate LLMs.

8 Future Directions
Given the evaluation results, this paper lists some of the fu-
ture directions for logical reasoning tasks.
Strengthen the reasoning ability of inductive reasoning.
Inductive reasoning draws broad conclusions from specific
observations, requiring a more abstract and comprehensive
understanding of real-world knowledge compared to deduc-
tive or abductive reasoning. However, LLMs have shown
poor performance in this area, as demonstrated in Section
4.1. Therefore, it is crucial to develop pre-training or fine-
tuning strategies to enhance their inductive reasoning abili-
ties. One such strategy could be constructing more inductive
instructions to guide LLMs.
Enhance the LLM’s perception of its capability bound-
aries. LLMs are capable of generating answers and explana-
tions for reasoning questions regardless of difficulty and ra-
tionality. To realize it, LLMs would list some irrelevant facts
of the given context or even hallucinations, as Sections 5.1
and 5.4 demonstrate. It will lead to LLMs solemnly talking
nonsense and resulting in illogical, uninformative, or mean-
ingless answers. A good logical reasoner should be aware
of its boundaries and acknowledge when it is unable to an-
swer a question. To enhance LLMs’ self-awareness of their
capability boundaries, the future research could focus on
cognitive science and neuroscience studies of human self-
awareness.
Strengthen the rigorous reasoning to apply to real-world
scenarios. Table 3 illustrates that current LLMs are not suf-
ficiently rigorous for deductive, inductive, abductive, and
mixed reasoning. As a result, there is still a significant gap
between their capabilities and their potential applications
in real-world scenarios, particularly those that require de-



tailed intermediate explanations. For instance, using LLMs
to solve mathematical problems and provide precise intelli-
gent Q&A services in the education field remains a signifi-
cant challenge (Drori et al. 2022).
Minimize the occurrence of hallucinations. Similar to the
behaviors in other problem-solving contexts (Ji et al. 2023),
LLMs may generate false or irrelevant hallucinations during
logical reasoning tasks. It suggests that LLMs may not fully
comprehend the question and can not solve it correctly. To
address this issue, future research should develop more com-
prehensive evaluation metrics for hallucinations and explore
specific strategies to minimize their occurrence.
Improve the multi-hop reasoning capability, especially in
inductive and abductive settings. Combined with the re-
sults from Figure 6 and 9, the multi-hop reasoning capability
of LLMs still have much room for improvement. Especially
in the inductive and abductive settings, LLMs perform quite
struggling. Since the multi-hop reasoning evaluates the high-
level capabilities of LLMs, it is necessary to extend LLM ca-
pability to such complex settings. In fact, humans are better
at decomposing the complex questions. It can be an inter-
esting topic for LLMs to capture the ability of dividing and
conquering questions, thus benefiting the multi-hop reason-
ing.
Increase explainability. Finally, explainability of LLMs
will be essential for building trust, detecting and mitigat-
ing biases, improving performance, promoting user under-
standing, and complying with regulations. A commonsense-
based neurosymbolic AI framework, such as the one pro-
posed by Cambria et al. (2022) for sentiment analysis, can
help increase the explainability of the reasoning processes
required for decision-making, which is crucial for sensitive
applications involving ethics, privacy and health.
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(a) bAbI15 (Deductive). (b) RuleTaker (Deductive).

(c) FOLIO (Deductive). (d) Leap-of-Thought (Deductive).

(e) bAbI16 (Inductive). (f) CLUTRR (Inductive).

(g) α-NLI (Abductive). (h) α-NLG (Abductive).

(i) AbductiveRules (Abductive). (j) D*-Ab (Abductive).

(k) ReClor (Mix). (l) LogiQA (Mix).

(m) LogiQA2.0 (Mix). (n) LogiQA2NLI (Mix).

Figure 8: Visualization of the statistics of different error types.



A Supplementary Analysis
We also provide the performances of text-davinci-003 and
BARD with different number of hops in Figure 9. In the
deductive setting of text-davinci-003, model performance
drops with the number of hops increasing. But when the hop
number is over five, it witnesses slight gains in performance,
which illustrates that text-davinci-003 has the potential to
conduct multi-hop reasoning in the deductive reasoning set-
ting. However, in the inductive and abductive settings, the
performances of text-davinci-003 decrease sharply when the
number of hops increases. Especially, it fails all the cases
when the hop number is over six in the inductive reasoning,
and also when the hop number is greater than one in the ab-
ductive reasoning. It is inferior to ChatGPT.

For BARD, the situation is quite different. In the deduc-
tive reasoning, the performance of BARD increases with
the hop number adds. Especially, when the hop number is
over five, the accuracy reaches 100% without reducing the
rigor of reasoning. In the inductive reasoning, the perfor-
mance of BARD also drops at first, but it keeps stable and
witnesses obvious gains when the hop number is over six.
It demonstrates that BARD is better at conducting induc-
tive reasoning and processing multi-hop scenarios compared
with text-davinci-003 and ChatGPT. In the abductive reason-
ing, BARD struggles a lot. It is inferior to ChatGPT but is
better than text-davinci-003.

In all, in face of the complex multi-hop scenarios, LLMs
still have much room for improvement. From the results,
they do relatively well in the deductive reasoning settings.
But they are far from good in the inductive and abductive
settings, which can also inspire future researches on it.

B Case Studies
We show one reasoning case for each dataset in Table 6-
20, where the context and question as well as output of
0-shot ChatGPT, 1-shot ChatGPT, 3-shot ChatGPT, 0-shot
Davinci-003 and 0-shot BARD are displayed. We also pro-
vided the annotated information about the answer correct-
ness: , explain correctness: , explain completion: , ex-
plain redundancy: , evidence choose wrong: , evidence
choose illusion: , no inference process: , inference di-
rection wrong: , and inference process wrong: . (the last
five indicators are annotated when the explain completion is
false).

C Prompt Engineering
We display the utilized prompts in Table 21.



Table 5: Evaluated Datasets. Gen. distinguishes whether the predicted answer is generated text or classified labels. Explain
denotes whether the explanation is required in the task.

Categories Dataset Source Gen. Explain # Davinci # ChatGPT # BARD

Deductive

bAbI-15 (Weston et al. 2016) ✓ ✓ 100 1,000 100
EntailmentBank (Dalvi et al. 2021) ✓ 100 340 100

RuleTaker (Clark, Tafjord, and Richardson 2020) ✓ 100 1,000 100
FOLIO (Han et al. 2022) 100 204 100

Leap-Of-Thought (Talmor et al. 2020) 100 1,289 100

Inductive bAbI-16 (Weston et al. 2016) ✓ 100 1,000 100
CLUTRR (Sinha et al. 2019) ✓ 100 1,146 100

Abductive

α-NLI (Bhagavatula et al. 2020) 100 1,000 100
α-NLG (Bhagavatula et al. 2020) ✓ 100 1,000 100

AbductiveRules (Young et al. 2022) ✓ 100 1,000 100
D*-Ab (Tafjord, Dalvi, and Clark 2021) ✓ ✓ 100 1,000 100

mixed-form

ReClor (Yu et al. 2020) 100 500 100
LogiQA (Liu et al. 2020) 100 651 100

LogiQA 2.0 (Liu et al. 2023) 100 500 100
LogiQA2NLI (Liu et al. 2023) 100 600 100

(a) Deductive setting (EntailmentBank) on
text-davinci-003.

(b) Inductive setting (CLUTRR) on text-
davinci-003.

(c) Abductive setting (D*-Ab) on text-davinci-
003.

(d) Deductive setting (EntailmentBank) on
BARD.

(e) Inductive setting (CLUTRR) on BARD. (f) Abductive setting (D*-Ab) on BARD.

Figure 9: The performances of text-davinci-003 and BARD under different number of hops. Comparison of deductive, inductive
and abductive reasoning settings.



Table 6: A reasoning case in bAbI-15.
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Context: 1 Sheep are afraid of wolves. 2 Mice are afraid of wolves. 3 Winona is a sheep. 4 Gertrude is a sheep. 5 Wolves are afraid
of sheep. 6 Emily is a sheep. 7 Cats are afraid of sheep. 8 Jessica is a sheep.
Question: What is jessica afraid of?
Answer: Wolf
Explanation: IsSheep(jessica) (8) 1−→ Afraid(jessica, wolf)
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Jessica is afraid of nothing, as it is not specified in the given facts that she has any known natural predator or fear.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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Jessica is a sheep and sheep are afraid of wolves. Therefore, it can be deduced that Jessica is afraid of wolves.
Answer and Explain:
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Sheep are afraid of wolves and Jessica is a sheep.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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ot Jessica is likely afraid of wolves, since wolves are a common source of fear that other animals, including sheep, mice, and cats,

have in common. Wolves are known to be predators of sheep, so Jessica being a sheep, would likely be scared of wolves.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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Jessica is a sheep. Sheep are afraid of wolves. Therefore, Jessica is afraid of wolves.
Here is the deductive reasoning:
1. Sheep are afraid of wolves.
2. Jessica is a sheep.
3. Therefore, Jessica is afraid of wolves.
The first premise is supported by the fact that sheep are prey animals and wolves are predators. Wolves are known to prey on
sheep, and sheep have evolved to be afraid of wolves as a way of self-preservation.
The second premise is supported by the fact that Jessica is a sheep. This is a given fact in the prompt.
The third premise follows logically from the first two premises. If sheep are afraid of wolves, and Jessica is a sheep, then Jessica
must be afraid of wolves.
Therefore, the conclusion is that Jessica is afraid of wolves.
Answer and Explain:



Table 7: A reasoning case in EntailmentBank.
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Context: 1 pollination is when pollinating animals / wind / water carry pollen from one flower to another flower. 2 if something is
a part of a process then that something is required for that process. 3 helping something has a positive impact on that something.
4 if something is required for a process then that something positively impacts that process. 5 an insect is a pollinating animal.
Question: life cycle of some plants includes the process of pollination. Pollination is helped by?
Answer: wind, water, and insects
Explanation: sent1 & sent5→int1: pollination is when insects / wind / water carry pollen from one flower to another; int1 &
sent2→int2: insects / wind / water carrying pollen is required for pollination; int2 & sent4→int3: insects / wind / water have a
positive impact on pollination by carrying pollen; int3 & sent3→hypothesis
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ot Pollination in the life cycle of some plants is helped by pollinating animals, such as insects, which are required for the process

of pollination and have a positive impact on it.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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necessary part of the process, positively impacting the plants’ life cycle.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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Pollinating animals such as insects, which are required for the process of pollination to occur.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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Pollination is helped by pollinating animals, such as insects, carrying pollen from one flower to another.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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Sure, here is the answer to the question in one sentence using deductive reasoning:
Pollination is helped by pollinating animals, such as insects.
Here is the simple explanation:
Pollination is the process of transferring pollen from the male part of a flower to the female part of a flower.
Pollinating animals, such as insects, help pollination by carrying pollen from one flower to another.
Without pollination, plants cannot reproduce and produce seeds.
Therefore, pollinating animals help the life cycle of some plants by helping them to reproduce.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:



Table 8: A reasoning case in RuleTaker.
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Context: 1 If the current runs through the bell then the bell is ringing. 2 The circuit includes the battery. 3 If the circuit does not
include the switch then the circuit is complete. 4 The circuit includes the bell. 5 If the circuit includes the switch and the switch
is on then the circuit is complete. 6 If the current runs through the light bulb then the light bulb is glowing. 7 If the wire is plastic
then the wire is not conducting. 8 The circuit includes the switch. 9 If the circuit includes the battery and the battery is not flat
then the circuit is powered. 10 If the current runs through the circuit and the circuit includes the bell then the current runs through
the bell. 11 The wire is metal. 12 If the wire is metal then the wire is conducting. 13 If the current runs through the circuit and the
circuit includes the light bulb then the current runs through the light bulb. 14 If the current runs through the radio then the radio is
playing. 15 If the current runs through the circuit and the circuit includes the radio then the current runs through the radio. 16 If
the circuit is powered and the circuit is complete and the wire is conducting then the current runs through the circuit.
Statement: The current does not run through the circuit.
Question: Determine whether the statement is true using deductive reasoning and give explanations.
Answer: True
Explanation:
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ot The circuit is powered, complete, and the wire is conducting. Therefore, we can use deductive reasoning to determine that the

statement “The current does not run through the circuit” is false based on the given facts.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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If the battery is not flat and the circuit includes the battery, then the circuit is powered: “If the circuit includes the battery and
the battery is not flat then the circuit is powered.” If the circuit is powered and the wire is metal (which is conducting), then the
current runs through the circuit: “If the circuit is powered and the circuit is complete and the wire is conducting then the current
runs through the circuit.” However, it is stated that the wire is plastic and if the wire is plastic, then it is not conducting: “If the
wire is plastic then the wire is not conducting.” Therefore, the statement “The current does not run through the circuit” is true.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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ot This statement is false based on the given facts. If the circuit is powered, complete, and the wire is conducting, then the current

runs through the circuit, as stated in the first premise. Hence, we can’t conclude that the current doesn’t run through the circuit.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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Pollination is helped by pollinating animals, such as insects, carrying pollen from one flower to another.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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Sure, here is the answer to the question in one sentence using deductive reasoning:
Pollination is helped by pollinating animals, such as insects.
Here is the simple explanation:
Pollination is the process of transferring pollen from the male part of a flower to the female part of a flower.
Pollinating animals, such as insects, help pollination by carrying pollen from one flower to another.
Without pollination, plants cannot reproduce and produce seeds.
Therefore, pollinating animals help the life cycle of some plants by helping them to reproduce.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:



Table 9: A reasoning case in FOLIO.
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Context: 1 All growth companies’ stocks are volatile. 2 If the stock price is volatile, then it is not suitable for a retirement fund. 3
Some companies’ stocks are growth companies’ stocks. 4 All mature companies’ stocks are suitable for a retirement fund. 5 KO
is a mature company’s stock.
Statement: KO is a company stock and a growth company’s stock.
Question: Determine whether the statement is true, false, or uncertain using deductive reasoning and give explanations.
Answer: False
Explanation: MatureCompanies’Stocks(KO) (5) 4−→ SuitableForRetirementRund(KO) 2r−→¬PriceVolatile(KO) 1r−→ ¬Growth
Companies’Stocks(KO) (contradictory)
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A mature company’s stock cannot also be a growth company’s stock since these are two distinct categories. The given facts say
that some companies’ stocks are growth companies’ stocks and all mature companies’ stocks are suitable for a retirement fund.
Additionally, KO is specifically identified as a mature company’s stock. Therefore, the statement “KO is a company stock and
a growth company’s stock” is false.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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ot We know from the given facts that KO is “a mature company’s stock,” but there is no information to suggest that it is also a

growth company’s stock. Therefore, the statement “KO is a company stock and a growth company’s stock” is uncertain based
on the given facts.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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stock. Therefore, the statement “KO is a company stock and a growth company’s stock” is uncertain.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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are volatile, whereas the fact given states that mature companies’ stocks are suitable for retirement funds. Since KO is a mature
company’s stock, it follows that it is not a growth company’s stock.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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The statement “KO is a company stock and a growth company’s stock” is false.
Explanation:
1. All growth companies’ stocks are volatile. This means that the stock price of a growth company is likely to fluctuate more
than the stock price of a mature company.
2. If the stock price is volatile, then it is not suitable for a retirement fund. This is because retirement funds are designed to
provide long-term growth, and volatile stocks are more likely to lose value over time.
3. Some companies’ stocks are growth companies’ stocks. This means that some companies are growing at a faster rate than
others.
4. All mature companies’ stocks are suitable for a retirement fund. This is because mature companies are less likely to experi-
ence sudden changes in their stock price.
5. KO is a mature company’s stock. This means that KO is a company that is not growing at a rapid pace.
Based on the above facts, we can conclude that KO is not a growth company’s stock. This is because KO is a mature company,
and mature companies’ stocks are not volatile. Therefore, the statement “KO is a company stock and a growth company’s stock”
is false.
Answer and Explain:



Table 10: A reasoning case in Leap-Of-Thought.
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n Context: 1 A bird is not capable of express feelings. 2 A quack-quack is not capable of suffering dehydration. 3 A privet is capable
of suffering dehydration. 4 A music is capable of express feelings.
Statement: A jazz is capable of express feelings.
Question: Determine whether the statement is true using deductive reasoning and give explanations.
Answer: True
Explanation: IsMusic(jazz) (common sense) 4−→ ExpressFeeling(jazz)
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The statement “A jazz is capable of expressing feelings” can be inferred with a certain level of probability based on the given
facts. The fact that ”A music is capable of expressing feelings” suggests that jazz, which is a genre of music, is likely to
be capable of expressing feelings as well. The fact that ”A bird is not capable of expressing feelings” and ”A quack-quack
is not capable of suffering dehydration” are logically irrelevant to the statement about whether jazz is capable of expressing
feelings. The fact that ”A privet is capable of suffering dehydration” is also irrelevant, as it does not provide any information or
indication one way or the other about the statement. Therefore, based on the given facts, the statement about jazz being capable
of expressing feelings can be inferred with a certain level of probability and is likely true.
Answer and Explain:
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The statement “A jazz is capable of express feelings” is true using deductive reasoning based on the given facts.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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ot This is true, as the given fact “a music is capable of express feelings” includes the subcategory of music that is jazz. Therefore,

we can logically deduce that jazz music is also capable of expressing feelings.
Answer and Explain:
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True. Although humans usually associate the sound of a quack-quack with birds, the quack-quack mentioned here is not a bird
and is not capable of expressing feelings. Additionally, a privet is capable of suffering dehydration but not expressing feelings.
Therefore, the only species that has been mentioned in the facts that is capable of expressing feelings is the music. Although a
jazz is not explicitly mentioned in the facts, it would also be categorically considered to be a type of music, so it can logically
be assumed that a jazz is capable of expressing feelings.
Answer and Explain:
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The statement ”A jazz is capable of express feelings” is not true. The fact that a music is capable of expressing feelings does
not mean that a jazz is capable of expressing feelings. A jazz is a type of music, but it is not the only type of music. There are
many other types of music, and not all of them are capable of expressing feelings. For example, classical music is often seen
as being more formal and less emotional than jazz. Therefore, it is not possible to say that all music is capable of expressing
feelings, simply because one type of music is capable of doing so.
In order to determine whether a jazz is capable of expressing feelings, we would need more information about the specific
jazz in question. We would need to know what the jazz is about, who wrote it, and how it was performed. Once we have this
information, we can then use deductive reasoning to determine whether the jazz is capable of expressing feelings.
For example, if the jazz is about a personal experience that the author had, then it is more likely that the jazz will be able to
express feelings. This is because the author will have put their own emotions into the jazz, and this will be reflected in the
music. However, if the jazz is about a more general topic, such as the beauty of nature, then it is less likely that the jazz will
be able to express feelings. This is because the author will not have put their own emotions into the jazz, and the music will
therefore be more objective.
Ultimately, whether or not a jazz is capable of expressing feelings is a matter of opinion. There is no scientific way to determine
whether a piece of music is capable of expressing feelings. However, by using deductive reasoning, we can gain a better
understanding of the potential for a jazz to express feelings.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:



Table 11: A reasoning case in bAbI-16.
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Context: 1 Greg is a rhino. 2 Brian is a swan. 3 Bernhard is a frog. 4 Brian is green. 5 Greg is gray. 6 Bernhard is yellow. 7 Julius
is a lion. 8 Julius is yellow. 9 Lily is a rhino.
Question: What color is Lily?
Answer: Gray
Explanation: IsRhino(Greg) (1), IsGray(Greg) (5)→ IsGray(rhino), IsRhino(Lily) (9)→IsGray(Lily)
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Based on the given facts and inductive reasoning, it is likely that Lily’s color is not definitively determined. Although Lily is
described as a rhino, there is no information given that directly pertains to Lily’s color. Additionally, there is no other animal
descriptions that could be used to make an inference regarding Lily’s color. Therefore, based on the given facts, it is not possible
to make an accurate determination of Lily’s color using inductive reasoning.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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Lily’s color is likely to be unknown as there is no information provided about her color among the other animals.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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about her color based on the information given alone.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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Based on the given facts, we can use inductive reasoning to conclude that Lily is gray. This is because all of the other rhinos in
the given facts are gray, and there is no evidence to suggest that Lily is any different. In fact, the only thing that distinguishes
Lily from the other rhinos is her name, which is a flower that is typically white or yellow. However, we can safely assume that
Lily’s name is not a reference to her color, as there are many other animals and plants that share the same name. Therefore,
the most likely conclusion is that Lily is gray, just like the other rhinos. Here is a more detailed explanation of the inductive
reasoning process used to reach this conclusion:
1. We are given the following facts: * Greg is a rhino. * Brian is a swan. * Bernhard is a frog. * Brian is green. * Greg is gray.
* Bernhard is yellow. * Julius is a lion. * Julius is yellow. * Lily is a rhino.
2. We notice that all of the rhinos in the given facts are gray.
3. We conclude that there is a strong likelihood that Lily is also gray, as there is no evidence to suggest that she is any different
from the other rhinos.
4. We can safely assume that Lily’s name is not a reference to her color, as there are many other animals and plants that share
the same name.
5. Therefore, the most likely conclusion is that Lily is gray.
Answer and Explain:
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Since the only other colors mentioned among the animals are green and yellow, and none of the rhinos have these colors, it is
reasonable to assume that Lily is gray.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:



Table 12: A reasoning case in CLUTRR.
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Context: 1 [Chuck] took his daughter [Sara] to the park that afternoon to play. 2 [Judy] took her sister, [Maxine], out to dinner for
her birthday. 3 [Chuck] took his sister [Judy] out to lunch after learning that she got accepted into her first choice for university. 4
[Maxine] asked her daughter, [Joyce], if she would like to go to a movie with her on Saturday night. 5 [Maxine] and her daughter
[Joyce] went to see a movie yesterday and then got ice cream afterwards. 6 [Reynaldo]’s wife, [Maxine], was thrilled to learn she
was pregnant. 7 [Naomi] went shoe shopping with her sister [Sara].
Question: What is the kinship between Reynaldo and Naomi?
Answer: niece
Explanation: [(Reynaldo, wife, Maxine) 6, (Maxine, daughter, Joyce) 5] → (Reynaldo, daughter, Joyce) i1
[(Maxine, sister, Judy) 2, (Judy, brother, Chuck) 3] → (Maxine, brother, Chuck) i2
[(Joyce, mother, Maxine) 4, (Maxine, brother, Chuck) i2] → (Joyce, uncle, Chuck) i3
[(Reynaldo, daughter, Joyce) i1, (Joyce, uncle, Chuck) i4] → (Reynaldo, brother, Chuck) i4
[(Chuck, daughter, Sara) 1, (Sara, sister, Naomi) 7] → (Chuck, daughter, Naomi) i5
[(Reynaldo, brother, Chuck) i4, (Chuck, daughter, Naomi) i5] → (Reynaldo, niece, Naomi)
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There is no direct or indirect relation mentioned between Reynaldo and Naomi in the given facts.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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Unclear, as there is not enough information about Naomi’s relation to Reynaldo in the given facts.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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answered using inductive reasoning.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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ot Reynaldo and Naomi have no direct kinship; they are both related to Maxine, as Reynaldo is her husband and Naomi is Sara’s

sister.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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Reynaldo and Naomi are siblings-in-law.
Inductive reasoning is a type of reasoning that uses specific examples to make a general conclusion. In this case, we can use the
following specific examples to make the general conclusion that Reynaldo and Naomi are siblings-in-law:
Maxine is the wife of Reynaldo.
Sara is the daughter of Maxine.
Naomi is the sister of Sara.
Therefore, Naomi is the sister-in-law of Reynaldo.
Here are some simple explanations for each of the specific examples:
Maxine is the wife of Reynaldo because we are told that Reynaldo’s wife is Maxine.
Sara is the daughter of Maxine because we are told that Maxine has a daughter named Sara.
Naomi is the sister of Sara because we are told that Naomi went shoe shopping with her sister Sara.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:



Table 13: A reasoning case in α-NLI.
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Context: When I was 19, I enlisted with the USMC. When I got back from the hospital, the USMC sent me home.
Question: Choose the more likely explanation from following two options: A. I got injured the last day during a training event. B.
I was shot in action but didn’t regret it.
Answer: B
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The more likely explanation is hypothesis choice A: I got injured the last day during a training event. This is because the
context mentions the narrator enlisting with the USMC and being sent home after getting back from the hospital, suggesting a
military-related scenario. Hypothesis choice A of the narrator getting injured during a training event aligns with these details
and provides a probable explanation for why they may have been sent home, as injuries sustained during training may prevent
soldiers from fulfilling duties and may require medical attention. Hypothesis choice B of the narrator being shot in action
doesn’t fit with the context, as there is no indication of any mention of being in combat or any explanation for how this would
have been related to the narrator’s hospitalization or being sent home, and it doesn’t provide an explanation for what may have
motivated the narrator’s military-related interests or preferences.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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indicating that they likely got injured during a training event. Choice B suggests an unlikely scenario where the person got shot
in action, which cannot be inferred from the context and contradicts the fact that the person did not regret it.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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The correct choice is: A. The context suggests that the narrator enlisted with the USMC and was sent home from the hospital.
Hypothesis A, where the narrator got injured the last day during a training event, is the more likely explanation because it fits
with the idea of being sent home from the hospital after being injured in the line of duty. Hypothesis B, where the narrator
was shot in action but didn’t regret it, does not make sense as a plausible explanation for being sent home from the hospital
expressed in the context.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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of accident with a weapon or a physical training exercise gone wrong. It is more likely that I would have been injured on the
last day of service, as opposed to being shot in action, which would be less likely in the US Marine Corps.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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The more likely explanation is A. I got injured the last day during a training event.
This is because the context states that you enlisted with the USMC at 19, and that you were sent home from the hospital after
being injured. This suggests that the injury occurred during training, and that it was serious enough to warrant your discharge
from the military.
Hypothesis B is less likely because it is not supported by the context. The context does not mention anything about you being
shot in action, or about you not regretting it. Additionally, it is not clear why the USMC would send you home if you were not
injured.
Here is a simple explanation for why you might have been injured during training:
You were involved in a training accident.
You overexerted yourself and suffered an injury.
You were injured by another Marine during training.
It is important to remember that these are just possible explanations, and we cannot know for sure why you were injured without
more information.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:



Table 14: A reasoning case in α-NLG.
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Context: Joy’s mom sent her in the donut store for a dozen donuts. She was happy as she left with 13 donuts instead of 12.
Question: Generate a short hypothesis for the context and give simple explanations.
Answer: Joy got an extra donut.
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Hypothesis: The fact that Joy’s mom sent her to the donut store for a dozen donuts, and Joy left with 13 instead of 12 might
have been a result of the potential personal or environmental factors related to perception, generosity, or habit.
Explanation: The fact that Joy’s mom sent her to the donut store for a dozen donuts suggests that it might have some potential
personal or environmental factors related to perception, generosity, or habit. Having personal or environmental factors can
involve various types of cognitive or practical factors, such as accuracy, generosity, or routine, and can reflect one’s sense of
responsibility or automaticity. Thus, the fact that Joy’s mom sent her to the donut store for a dozen donuts might have been a
result of the potential personal or environmental factors related to perception, generosity, or habit. Additionally, the fact that Joy
left with 13 donuts instead of 12 implies that there might have been some additional potential cognitive or contextual factors
related to accuracy, availability, or preference. Having cognitive or contextual factors can involve various types of perception or
action, such as estimation, surplus, or choice, and can reflect one’s sense of intention or opportunity. Furthermore, the fact that
Joy was happy as she left with 13 donuts instead of 12 suggests that there might have been some potential affective or symbolic
factors related to value, satisfaction, or normativity. Having affective or symbolic factors can involve various types of appraisal
or intent, such as pleasure, gratitude, or conformity, and can reflect one’s sense of social or moral obligation. Therefore, the
hypothesis suggests that the fact that Joy’s mom sent her to the donut store for a dozen donuts, and Joy left with 13 instead of
12 might have been a result of the potential personal or environmental factors related to perception, generosity, or habit, as well
as the potential cognitive or contextual factors related to accuracy, availability, or preference.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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Hypothesis: The reason why Joy left the donut store with 13 instead of 12 donuts may be due to a generous gesture from the
store clerk, a promotional offer that allowed her to receive an extra donut for free, a mistake made by the store clerk, or Joy’s
persuasive negotiation or effective communication skills.
Explanation: The fact that Joy left the donut store with 13 instead of 12 donuts suggests that there may have been an unexpected
addition or alteration to her order. One possibility is that the store clerk may have generously offered Joy an additional donut
as a kind gesture or to show appreciation for her business. Another possibility is that there may have been a promotional
offer where customers who purchased a dozen donuts received an additional donut for free. Alternatively, a mistake may have
been made by the store clerk when fulfilling Joy’s order, resulting in an extra donut being added to her purchase. Finally, Joy
may have effectively persuaded or negotiated with the store clerk to receive an extra donut, perhaps by demonstrating loyal
patronage or simply asking for an additional donut. These factors may have contributed to Joy’s pleasant surprise at leaving the
donut store with an extra donut, and highlight the importance of customer service, promotions, careful order fulfillment, and
communication skills in the food service industry. Therefore, the hypothesis proposes that the reason why Joy left the donut
store with 13 instead of 12 donuts may be due to a generous gesture from the store clerk, a promotional offer that allowed her
to receive an extra donut for free, a mistake made by the store clerk, or Joy’s persuasive negotiation or effective communication
skills.
Answer and Explain:
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Hypothesis: The donut shop may have made an error and accidentally given Joy an extra donut, which she was pleased to
receive. Alternatively, the donut store may have had a special promotion where customers receive an extra donut for free, which
Joy was not aware of but happily benefited from. This scenario highlights the potential for unexpected surprises and bonuses in
our daily lives.
Answer and Explain:
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Hypothesis: The donut store owner gave Joy an extra donut for free.
Explanation: The extra donut could indicate that the store owner gave Joy an extra donut for free as a gesture of goodwill or
appreciation. This could be due to Joy being loyal customer at the store, or due to her being a child and the store owner having
sympathy for her.
Answer and Explain:
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Sure, here are some possible hypotheses for why Joy was happy when she left the donut store with 13 donuts instead of 12:
The donut store was giving away a free donut with every dozen purchased.
The donut store made a mistake and gave Joy an extra donut.
Joy was able to negotiate with the donut store owner to get an extra donut.
Joy is a very good friend or family member and the donut store owner wanted to give her a little extra something.
Here are some simple explanations for each hypothesis:
The donut store was giving away a free donut with every dozen purchased because they were trying to promote their business
or because they had too many donuts on hand.
The donut store made a mistake and gave Joy an extra donut because they were busy or because they were not paying attention.
Joy was able to negotiate with the donut store owner to get an extra donut because she was polite and persuasive.
Joy is a very good friend or family member and the donut store owner wanted to give her a little extra something because they
appreciated her business or because they were close friends or family.
It is impossible to know for sure which hypothesis is correct, but all of them are possible explanations for why Joy was happy
when she left the donut store with 13 donuts instead of 12.
Answer and Explain:



Table 15: A reasoning case in AbductiveRules.
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Context: 1 Gary is strong. 2 Things that are tiny, are small, and are short, are thin. 3 All people that are quiet, are poor, and are
smart, are clever. 4 Gary is big. 5 If something is short, is tiny, and is nice, it is also thin. 6 If a person is bad, is sad, and is strong,
that person is rough. 7 Things that are strong, are huge, and are big, are high. 8 People that are bad, are short, and are strong, are
also clever. 9 Dave is poor. 10 Dave is imperfect. 11 Charlie is quiet. 12 Gary is heavy. 13 Anne is tiny. 14 All things that are
huge, are small, and are big, are also high. 15 All things that are quiet, are huge, and are poor, are also thin. 16 Anne is little. 17
Charlie is nice. 18 Dave is bad. 19 If a person is tiny, is nice, and is sad, that person is high. 20 If a person is quiet, is nice, and
is smart, that person is clever. 21 All things that are small, are big, and are smart, are rough. 22 Anne is small. 23 People that are
bad, are poor, and are sad, are also rough.
Question: Please generate a short explanation for the given context and observation. The observation is: Dave is rough.
Answer: Dave is sad.
Explanation: 9, 18 23−→ Dave is sad.
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Based on the given context, individuals who possess traits such as badness, sadness, and strength are typically perceived as
rough. Dave has been described as poor and imperfect which would suggest a degree of hardship and inadequacy, and the
observation confirms that he is perceived as rough. Therefore, it can be inferred that Dave’s perceived roughness is a result of
his perceived badness, sadness, and poor state in accordance with the given context.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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negative qualities. The observation that Dave is rough suggests that he may possess these negative traits or exhibit aggressive
behavior.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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imperfect. Therefore, there is no valid explanation for this observation within the given context.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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Dave is rough because he is bad, poor, and strong, which meets the criteria of people that are bad, poor, and strong being rough.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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Sure, here is a short explanation for the given context and observation:
Dave is rough because he is bad, sad, and strong. He is also poor and imperfect. This suggests that he is also quiet and clever.
However, he is also tiny and small. This suggests that he is also weak.
Here is a more detailed explanation:
Dave is bad. This is evident from the fact that he is described as “bad” and “rough”.
Dave is sad. This is evident from the fact that he is described as “sad” and “imperfect”.
Dave is strong. This is evident from the fact that he is described as “strong” and “huge”.
Dave is poor. This is evident from the fact that he is described as “poor” and “imperfect”.
Dave is imperfect. This is evident from the fact that he is described as “sad” and “imperfect”.
Dave is quiet. This is evident from the fact that he is described as “quiet” and “clever”.
Dave is clever. This is evident from the fact that he is described as “clever” and “strong”
Dave is tiny. This is evident from the fact that he is described as “tiny” and “small”.
Dave is small. This is evident from the fact that he is described as “small” and “weak”.
Dave’s badness, sadness, strength, poverty, imperfection, quietness, cleverness, tininess, and smallness suggest that he is a
complex and contradictory person. He is capable of great things, but he is also capable of great evil. He is a force to be
reckoned with, and he will not be easily defeated.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:



Table 16: A reasoning case in D*-Ab.
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Context: Fact1: The bear chases the cat. Fact2: The bear is big. Fact3: The bear is cold. Fact4: The bear likes the squirrel. Fact5:
The bear likes the tiger. Fact6: The bear sees the squirrel. Fact7: The cat is big. Fact8: The cat is cold. Fact9: The cat is young.
Fact10: The cat likes the bear. Fact11: The cat likes the tiger. Fact12: The cat sees the bear. Fact13: The cat sees the tiger. Fact14:
The squirrel is young. Fact15: The tiger chases the bear. Fact16: The tiger likes the squirrel. Rule1: If the tiger is young then the
tiger likes the squirrel. Rule2: If something is round then it likes the bear. Rule3: If something likes the bear then it is cold. Rule4:
If the tiger likes the bear and the bear sees the squirrel then the squirrel is round. Rule5: If something likes the squirrel then it is
round. Rule6: If something chases the bear and the bear likes the cat then the cat likes the squirrel.
Question: Please generate a short missing fact for the given context and fact. And give simple explanations. The fact is: The cat
likes the squirrel.
Answer: The bear likes the cat.
Explanation: Fact15 Rule6−−−−→ The bear likes the cat.
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Missing fact: The squirrel is round.
Explanation: According to the given rules, if the tiger likes the bear and the bear sees the squirrel, then the squirrel is round. As
the tiger likes the squirrel in the given context, we can conclude that the tiger likes the bear, and since the bear likes the squirrel,
we can infer that the squirrel is round.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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companionship or mutual interest in resources. The missing fact that Anne is young could imply a new or additional character
to the context.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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between the cat and the squirrel. Moreover, given the fact that the cat likes the squirrel, it is possible that the cat may try to
protect the squirrel from the bear’s chase. Additionally, the context suggests that.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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The fact16 states that the tiger likes the squirrel, so the tiger must also be young.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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Sure, here is a short missing fact for the given context and fact:
The squirrel sees the cat.
This is the missing fact because it is the only fact that can explain all of the given facts and rules. For example, Rule 4 says that
if the tiger likes the bear and the bear sees the squirrel then the squirrel is round. However, we know that the squirrel is round,
so the squirrel must also see the bear.
Here are some simple explanations for the missing fact:
The squirrel is friends with the cat.
The squirrel is related to the cat.
The squirrel is a food source for the cat.
I hope this helps! Let me know if you have any other questions.
However, I think there is a mistake in the given context. The fact that “The cat likes the squirrel” contradicts the fact that ”The
cat chases the squirrel”. If the cat likes the squirrel, then it would not chase the squirrel. Therefore, one of these facts must be
incorrect.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:



Table 17: A reasoning case in ReClor.
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Context: A science class stored one selection of various fruits at 30 degrees Celsius, a similar selection in similar conditions at
20 degrees, and another similar selection in similar conditions at 10 degrees. Because the fruits stored at 20 degrees stayed fresh
longer than those stored at 30 degrees, and those stored at 10 degrees stayed fresh longest, the class concluded that the cooler the
temperature at which these varieties of fruits are stored, the longer they will stay fresh.
Question: The class’s reasoning is flawed in that the class A. neglected to offer any explanation for the results it discovered B.
assumed without proof that its thermometer was reliable C. generalized too readily from the fruits it tested to fruits it did not test
D. too readily extrapolated from a narrow range of temperatures to the entire range of temperatures.
Answer: D
Explanation:
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The correct answer is D. Option A is not relevant to the class’s reasoning, as it still made an attempt to draw a conclusion
from its results. Option B is a possible flaw, but it is not stated in the argument whether the thermometer was reliable or not,
so it cannot be the correct answer. Option C is a possible flaw, but it is not stated whether the class attempted to generalize its
results to fruits it did not test, so it cannot be the correct answer. Option D is the correct answer, as the class too readily made a
generalization from a narrow range of temperatures (10 degrees, 20 degrees, and 30 degrees) to the entire range of temperatures
at which fruits can be stored, which is likely to be much broader.
Answer and Explain:
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The correct answer is C. The class’s reasoning is flawed in that it generalized too readily from the fruits it tested to fruits it did
not test. The experiment only tested a specific selection of fruits and did not test all varieties of fruits, so it is not necessarily true
that cooler temperatures will always keep fruits fresh longer. Option A is incorrect because the class did offer an explanation
for the results they discovered. Option B is not relevant to the flaw in the class’s reasoning. Option D is also not relevant, as the
class did not extrapolate from a narrow range of temperatures to the entire range of temperatures.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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The correct answer is D. The class’s reasoning is flawed in that they too readily extrapolated from a narrow range of temperatures
to the entire range of temperatures. The class only tested three temperatures, and did not consider the possibility of a threshold
beyond which colder temperatures may not be beneficial for all fruits. Therefore, it is too hasty to conclude that ẗhe cooler the
temperature, the longer the fruits will stay freshb̈ased on such a limited range of temperatures.
Answer and Explain:
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The correct answer is C. The class’s reasoning is flawed in that the class generalized too readily from the fruits it tested to fruits
it did not test. The class was only testing three types of fruit at three different temperatures, which does not truly demonstrate
how all different varieties of fruits can react differently to varying temperatures. Thus, the class should not make a hasty
generalization about how all fruits would respond to different temperatures.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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The correct answer is D. Too readily extrapolated from a narrow range of temperatures to the entire range of temperatures.
The class only tested fruits at three temperatures: 30 degrees Celsius, 20 degrees Celsius, and 10 degrees Celsius. They con-
cluded that the cooler the temperature, the longer the fruits will stay fresh. However, this conclusion is based on a very small
sample size. It is possible that the relationship between temperature and freshness is not linear. For example, it is possible that
fruits will stay fresh for the same amount of time at 10 degrees Celsius and 5 degrees Celsius. The class would need to test
fruits at a wider range of temperatures to confirm their conclusion.
The other options are not correct. Option A is incorrect because the class did offer an explanation for their results: they said
that the cooler the temperature, the longer the fruits will stay fresh. Option B is incorrect because the class did not assume that
their thermometer was unreliable. Option C is incorrect because the class did not generalize to fruits they did not test. They
only tested fruits at three temperatures, and they only made a conclusion about those three temperatures.
Answer and Explain:



Table 18: A reasoning case in LogiQA.
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Context: People often use microwave ovens to heat food.Some people think that microwave oven heating changes the molecular
structure of food, producing molecules that the human body cannot recognize.These strange molecular formulas are unacceptable
to the human body, and some are toxic and may even cause cancer.Therefore, people or animals who often eat microwave foods
will have serious physiological changes in their bodies, which will cause serious health problems.
Question: Which of the following can best question the above view? A. Microwave heating will not cause more nutrient loss
than other cooking methods B. China’s microwave oven production standards are consistent with international standards and EU
standards C. It is also common for developed countries to use microwave ovens D. The microwave only heats the water molecules
in the food, the food does not change chemically.
Answer: D
Explanation:
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The answer is D. The given argument suggests that microwave oven heating changes the molecular structure of food, produc-
ing molecules that the human body cannot recognize and causing serious health problems. Option D provides an alternative
explanation for the process of microwave heating, which states that the microwave only heats the water molecules in the food,
and the food does not change chemically. Therefore, option D best questions the view presented in the argument. Option A is
not relevant as it talks about nutrient loss rather than the effects of microwave heating on food. Option B and option C are not
relevant as they provide information about the production standards of microwave ovens and their usage in different countries,
but do not impact the argument presented in the context.
Answer and Explain:
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The correct choice is: D. The argument suggests that the use of microwave ovens to heat food changes the molecular structure
of the food, producing molecules that the human body cannot recognize, which can lead to serious health problems. Option
D challenges this argument by stating that the microwave only heats the water molecules in the food and does not change the
chemical structure of the food. This suggests that the argument may be based on a misunderstanding of how microwaves work.
Option A, B, and C are not relevant to the argument or do not challenge the premise that microwaves can cause health problems.
Answer and Explain:
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The correct choice is: D. The microwave only heats the water molecules in the food, the food does not change chemically, can
best question the above view. It suggests that the claim about microwave ovens changing the molecular structure of food is
not accurate and provides a scientific explanation for how microwave heating works, which does not involve the production of
strange or toxic molecules.
Answer and Explain:
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The best answer is B. China’s microwave oven production standards are consistent with international standards and EU stan-
dards. This answer questions the view presented in the context that microwave oven heating changes the molecular structure
of food, since it implies that safety regulations surrounding the production of microwave ovens would never be put in place if
this were true. Therefore, this disproves the view that microwave oven heating produces molecules that the human body cannot
recognize, which could be toxic and may even cause cancer.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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The correct answer is D. The microwave only heats the water molecules in the food, the food does not change chemically.
The context states that some people think that microwave oven heating changes the molecular structure of food, producing
molecules that the human body cannot recognize. However, this is not true. Microwaves only heat the water molecules in food,
and the food does not change chemically. This is why microwaved food is safe to eat.
The other options are not necessarily correct. Option A is incorrect, as there is some evidence that microwave heating can cause
nutrient loss. Option B is irrelevant, as it does not address the question of whether or not microwave oven heating changes the
molecular structure of food. Option C is also irrelevant, as it does not address the question of whether or not microwaved food
is safe to eat.
Here are some additional information about microwaves and their effects on food:
Microwaves are a form of non-ionizing radiation, which means that they do not have enough energy to damage DNA.
Microwaves heat food by causing water molecules to vibrate. This vibration produces heat, which cooks the food.
Microwaves do not change the chemical structure of food. This means that microwaved food is safe to eat.
Some studies have shown that microwave heating can cause nutrient loss. However, these studies have been small and the results
have been mixed. More research is needed to determine the extent of nutrient loss from microwaved food.
Overall, there is no evidence that microwave oven heating is harmful to human health. Microwaved food is safe to eat.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:



Table 19: A reasoning case in LogiQA 2.0.
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n Context: In a track and field qualifier, Zhang Qiang surpassed Li Jin, and Song Zhi’s results were better than Wang Ping, but not
as good as Ma Zheng.
Question: Which of the following options can be inferred? A. Ma Zheng’s grades are better than Zhang Qiang. B. Li Jin’s results
surpass Wang Ping. C. Zhang Qiang’s performance is better than Song Zhi. D. Among the five people, Wang Ping ranked third at
most.
Answer: D
Explanation:
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If Zhang Qiang surpassed Li Jin and Song Zhi’s results were better than Wang Ping, but not as good as Ma Zheng, it can be
inferred that Zhang Qiang’s performance is better than Song Zhi. While the relative positions of Zhang Qiang, Li Jin, Wang
Ping, and Ma Zheng are known, there is no information to suggest that Ma Zheng’s grades are better than Zhang Qiang (option
A) or that Li Jin’s results surpass Wang Ping (option B). Option D introduces a ranking that is not directly supported by the
information in the passage.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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The correct answer is D. From the given information, we know that Zhang Qiang’s result was better than Li Jin’s, and Song
Zhi’s result was better than Wang Ping’s but not as good as Ma Zheng’s. Therefore, we can infer that Ma Zheng’s result was
better than all the other athletes, including Zhang Qiang, and Li Jin’s result was worse than both Zhang Qiang’s and Wang
Ping’s. However, we cannot determine the exact ranking of Wang Ping among the five athletes with the given information, so
option D is the correct choice as it cannot be inferred from the given context.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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The correct answer is C. The passage states that Zhang Qiang surpassed Li Jin and that Song Zhi’s results were better than Wang
Ping but not as good as Ma Zheng. Therefore, it can be inferred that Zhang Qiang’s performance is better than Song Zhi’s since
he surpassed Li Jin. Choice A cannot be inferred because Ma Zheng’s performance isn’t compared to Zhang Qiang’s. Choice
B also cannot be inferred because there’s no comparison between Li Jin’s and Wang Ping’s performance. Choice D cannot be
inferred because there’s no information to suggest that Wang Ping ranked third at most.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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The correct answer is C. Zhang Qiangś performance is better than Song Zhi. This can be inferred from the given context, as
the context stated that ”Zhang Qiang surpassed Li Jin”, which means Zhang Qiang is better than Li Jin, and ”Song Zhiś results
were better than Wang Ping”, which means Song Zhi is better than Wang Ping, therefore Zhang Qiang is better than Song Zhi.
Therefore, option C is the correct choice.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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The correct answer is D. Among the five people, Wang Ping ranked third at most.
The passage states that Zhang Qiang surpassed Li Jin, and Song Zhi’s results were better than Wang Ping, but not as good as
Ma Zheng. This information can be organized into the following table:
— Athlete — Results —
— Zhang Qiang — Better than Li Jin —
— Song Zhi — Better than Wang Ping —
— Ma Zheng — Better than Song Zhi —
From this table, we can see that Wang Ping’s results are not as good as Ma Zheng’s, so Wang Ping ranked third at most.
The other answer choices are not supported by the passage. Answer choice A is not supported because the passage does not say
that Ma Zheng’s grades are better than Zhang Qiang’s. Answer choice B is not supported because the passage does not say that
Li Jin’s results surpass Wang Ping’s. Answer choice C is not supported because the passage does not say that Zhang Qiang’s
performance is better than Song Zhi’s.
Answer and Explain:



Table 20: A reasoning case in LogiQA2NLI.
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Context: The premis is: Researcher: People who participate in opinion surveys often give answers they believe the opinion sur-
veyor expects to hear, and it is for this reason that some opinion surveys do not reflect the actual views of those being surveyed.
However, in well-constructed surveys, the questions are worded so as to provide respondents with no indication of which answers
the surveyor might expect. So if a survey is well constructed, survey respondents’ desire to meet surveyors’ expectations has no
effect on the survey’s results. The conclusion is: the answers of opinion-survey respondents can be influenced by beliefs about the
surveyor’s expectations even if those beliefs are unfounded.
Question: Determine whether the premise and conclusion entailed or NOT entailed.
Answer: entailed
Explanation:
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The conclusion is not logically entailed by the given premise. The premise discusses the potential for opinion survey respondents
to give answers they believe the surveyor expects to hear, but notes that well-constructed surveys prevent this by wording
questions in a way that does not indicate expected answers. It then concludes that if a survey is well constructed, respondents’
desire to meet surveyors’ expectations has no effect on the survey’s results. Therefore, it does not support the conclusion that
the answers of opinion-survey respondents can be influenced by beliefs about the surveyor’s expectations even if those beliefs
are unfounded.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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The conclusion is not entailed by the given premise. While the premise discusses how well-constructed surveys are worded so as
to provide respondents with no indication of which answers the surveyor might expect, and how this can mitigate respondents’
desires to meet surveyors’ expectations, it does not provide information to support or refute the claim that the answers of
opinion-survey respondents can be influenced by beliefs about the surveyor’s expectations even if those beliefs are unfounded.
Therefore, the conclusion cannot be reliably inferred from the given premise.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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expectations cannot be logically derived from the given premise.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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NOT entailed. The premise is implying that because the survey is well constructed with no indication of what answers the
surveyor might expect, the survey respondents’ answers will not be impacted by any beliefs they have of the surveyor’s expec-
tations. The conclusion is suggesting that even if those beliefs are unfounded, the responses will still be influenced by them.
This goes against the premise as the premise has stated that well-constructed surveys will give no indication of the surveyor’s
expectations, and therefore, their beliefs of the surveyor’s expectations will have no influence.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:
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The conclusion is entailed by the premise. The premise states that people who participate in opinion surveys often give answers
they believe the opinion surveyor expects to hear, even if those beliefs are unfounded. It also states that well-constructed surveys
are worded so as to provide respondents with no indication of which answers the surveyor might expect.
This means that even if a survey is well-constructed, respondents may still be influenced by beliefs about the surveyor’s expec-
tations. This is because people are often motivated to please others, and they may believe that giving the answer they think the
surveyor expects will make them look good.
For example, a respondent may believe that a surveyor expects them to support a certain candidate in an election. Even if the
survey question is not leading, the respondent may still give the answer they think the surveyor expects, even if they do not
actually support that candidate.
This is why it is important for surveyors to be aware of the potential for respondents to be influenced by beliefs about their
expectations. Surveyors can try to minimize this effect by using clear and unbiased language, and by explaining to respondents
that there are no right or wrong answers.
Answer and Explain:  Explain Error Type:



Table 21: Prompt Engineering.

Dataset Prompt of zero-shot Prompt of k-shot
Deductive Reasoning

bAbI (task 15)
[zero-shot prompt]: Given facts: [Context]. Based on the given
facts above, answer the following question using deductive rea-
soning and give simple explanations. The question is: [Ques-
tion]

There are [k] examples of deductive reasoning:
Given facts: [Context]
The question is: [Question]
The answer is: [Answer] (display k samples)
[zero-shot prompt]

EntailmentBank [zero-shot prompt]: Given facts: [Context]. [Question]. Please
answer the question in one sentence using deductive reasoning.
And give simple explanations.

There are [k] examples of deductive reasoning:
Given facts: [Context]
The question is: [Question]
The answer is: [Answer] (display k samples)
[zero-shot prompt]

RuleTaker
[zero-shot prompt]: Given facts: [Context]. Based on the given
facts above, determine whether the following statement is true
using deductive reasoning and give simple explanations. The
statement is: [Statement].

There are [k] examples of deductive reasoning:
Given facts: [Context]
The statement is: [Statement]
The answer is: [Answer] (display k samples)
[zero-shot prompt]

FOLIO
[zero-shot prompt]: Given facts: [Context]. Based on the given
facts above, determine whether the following statement is true,
false, or uncertain using deductive reasoning and give simple
explanations. The statement is: [Statement].

There are [k] examples of deductive reasoning:
Given facts: [Context]
The statement is: [Statement]
The answer is: [Answer] (display k samples)
[zero-shot prompt]

Leap-Of-Thought
[zero-shot prompt]: Given facts: [Context]. Based on the given
facts above, determine whether the following statement is true
using deductive reasoning and give simple explanations. The
statement is: [Statement].

There are [k] examples of deductive reasoning:
Given facts: [Context]
The statement is: [Statement]
The answer is: [Answer] (display k samples)
[zero-shot prompt]

Inductive Reasoning

bAbI-16
[zero-shot prompt]: Given facts: [context]. Based on the given
facts above, answer the following question using inductive rea-
soning and give simple explanations. The question is: [Ques-
tion].

There are [k] examples of inductive reasoning:
Given facts: [Context]
The question is: [Question]
The answer is: [Answer] (display k samples)
[zero-shot prompt]

CLUTRR [zero-shot prompt]: Given facts: [context]. [Question]. Please
answer the question in one sentence using inductive reasoning.
And give simple explanations.

There are [k] examples of inductive reasoning:
Given facts: [Context]
The question is: [Question]
The answer is: [Answer] (display k samples)
[zero-shot prompt]

Abductive Reasoning

α-NLI
[task description]: Given a context, the abductive reasoning task
is to choose the more likely explanation from a given pair of
hypotheses choices. And give simple explanations.
[zero-shot prompt]: The context is: [Context]. The hypothesis
choices are: A. [Option A]. B. [Option B].

[task description]
Next, I will give you [k] example(s) for test.
The context is [Context]. The hypothesis choice
are: A. [Option A]. B. [Option B]. The correct
choice is: [Label].
Next, I will give you an example for test.
[zero-shot prompt]

α-NLG
[task description]: Given a context, the abductive reasoning task
is to generate a valid and short hypothesis.
[zero-shot prompt]: The context is: [Context]. Please generate a
short hypothesis for the context and give simple explanations.

[task description]
Next, I will give you [k] example(s) for test. The
context is [Context]. The correct answer is [La-
bel].
Next, I will give you an example for test.
[zero-shot prompt]

AbductiveRules
[task description]: Given a context and an observation, the ab-
ductive reasoning task is to generate a valid and short explana-
tion.
[zero-shot prompt]: The context is: [Context]. The observation
is: [Observation]. Please generate a short explanation for the
given context and observation.

[task description]
Next, I will give you [k] example(s) for test. The
context is: [Context]. The observation is: [Ob-
servation]. The explanation is: [Explanation].
Next, I will give you an example for test.
[zero-shot prompt]



D*-Ab
[task description]: Given a context and a fact, the abductive rea-
soning task is to generate a short missing fact.
[zero-shot prompt]: The context is: [Context+Rule]. The fact is:
[Fact]. Please generate a short missing fact for the given context
and fact. And give simple explanations.

[task description]
Next, I will give you [k] example(s) for test.
The context is: [Context+Rule]. The observa-
tion is: [Observation]. The explanation is: [Ex-
planation].
Next, I will give you an example for test.
[zero-shot prompt]

mixed-form Reasoning

ReClor
[task description]: This is a Mahcine Reading Comprehension
task, given the context and question, you are required to choose
the correct answer from the answer set and give explanations.
[zero-shot prompt]: The context is: [Context]. The question is:
[Question]. [Option A]. [Option B]. [Option C]. [Option D].
Please give the correct answer and simple explanations.

[task description]
Next, I will give you [k] example(s) for test. The
context is: [Context]. The question is: [Ques-
tion]. The correct choice is: [Label].
Next, I will give you an example for test.
[zero-shot prompt]

LogiQA
[task description]: This is a Mahcine Reading Comprehension
task, given the context and question, you are required to choose
the correct answer from the answer set and give explanations.
[zero-shot prompt]: The context is: [Context]. The question is:
[Question]. [Option A]. [Option B]. [Option C]. [Option D].
Please give the correct answer and simple explanations.

[task description]
Next, I will give you [k] example(s) for test. The
context is: [Context]. The question is: [Ques-
tion]. The correct choice is: [Label].
Next, I will give you an example for test.
[zero-shot prompt]

LogiQA 2.0
[task description]: This is a Mahcine Reading Comprehension
task, given the context and question, you are required to choose
the correct answer from the answer set and give explanations.
[zero-shot prompt]: The context is: [Context]. The question is:
[Question]. [Option A]. [Option B]. [Option C]. [Option D].
Please give the correct answer and simple explanations.

[task description]
Next, I will give you [k] example(s) for test. The
context is: [Context]. The question is: [Ques-
tion]. The correct choice is: [Label].
Next, I will give you an example for test.
[zero-shot prompt]

LogiQA2NLI
[task description]: This is a Natural Language Inference task.
Please tell whether the premise and conclusion entailed or NOT
entailed. And give simple explanations.
[zero-shot prompt]: The premise is: [Premise]. The conclusion
is: [Conclusion]. Please give the correct answer and simple ex-
planations.

[task description]
Next, I will give you [k] example(s) for test. The
premise is: [Premise]. The context is: [Context].
The correct answer is: [Label].
Next, I will give you an example for test.
[zero-shot prompt]
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